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SPECIAL REPORT
The George Washington International Law Review (GWILR) is pleased
to publish this Special Report from Arturo J Carrillo and Annalise K. Nel-
son. The extensive study on which the Report is based was conducted dur-
ing the 2012-2013 academic year and originally published in July 2013.
The following abridged version of the Report omits two substantial tables
that compile relevant crimes against humanity legislation from 34 coun-
tries. The full Report with these tables can be found on GWLR's website,
http://www.gwilr.org, and on the George Washington Law School Interna-
tional Human Rights Clinic's website, http://www.law.gwu.edu/Academ-
ics/EL/clinics/IHRC/Documents/CAH Final Web.pdf GWILR would
like to thank Professor Carrillo and Ms. Nelson for giving us the opportu-
nity to share their groundbreaking Report with our readers.
COMPARATIVE LAW STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL






This Report has three main objectives. The first is to conduct a
rigorous quantitative survey of national legislation worldwide to
determine the extent to which States have prohibited crimes
against humanity (CAH) under domestic law. The second is to
engage in a limited but illustrative qualitative 'analysis of CAH laws
where they do exist. And finally, for those States identified as hav-
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ing per se CAH legislation, this Report seeks to establish the extent
to which it is paired with the extraterritorial jurisdiction provisions
necessary to make the CAH norms most effective.
Our Report concludes that the prevailing panorama of domestic
legislation with respect to CAH is inadequate for the effective pros-
ecution and prevention of CAH worldwide. While calculations vary
based on the methodology used, we determined that, at most, just
over 40 percent of all States worldwide have enacted some form of
domestic legislation prohibiting CAH per se. Even where States
have enacted such legislation, it often falls short of the definition
of CAH set forth in Article 7 of the Rome Statute.
Indeed, States that have enacted CAH legislation tend to have
substantially different definitions of these crimes. Divergent defini-
tions for CAH among States may hinder the effective prosecution
or extradition of suspects, as well as other forms of inter-State
cooperation. With respect to jurisdiction, our Report indicates
that a majority of States that have adopted per se CAH legislation
have also enacted jurisdictional provisions authorizing the exercise
of universal jurisdiction over these crimes. However, because those
States are a minority, only a quarter of all States worldwide will be
able to exercise some form of universal jurisdiction over CAH per
se.
Findings
The findings of our Report are drawn from two main parts: (1) a
quantitative survey determining which States are generally viewed
as possessing "some form" of CAH legislation, based on three
widely cited secondary sources that have analyzed national legisla-
tion worldwide relating to CAH; and (2) a quantitative in-depth
study of the actual national legislation of 71 of those States, focus-
ing on both their criminalization of CAH and their ability to exer-
cise jurisdiction when the act is committed extraterritorially.
With respect to Part 1, we observed that:
* 54% of U.N. Member States (104 of 193) have some form
of national legislation relating to the prohibition of CAH.
* 66% of Rome Statute parties (80 of 121) have some form
of national legislation relating to the prohibition of CAH.
* 33% of non-Rome Statute party U.N. Member States (24 of
73) have some form of national legislation relating to the
prohibition of CAH.
These observations support the conclusion that whether a State has
ratified or acceded to the Rome Statute has some correlation with
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whether the State has some form of CAH legislation. However, the
fact that a significant number of Rome Statute parties (by one sec-
ondary source, more than 50 percent) have not enacted such legis-
lation strongly suggests that not all parties to the Rome Statute feel
obligated or pressured to implement measures prohibiting the
crimes covered by the Rome Statute.
The second part of our inquiry was an in-depth study of CAH
legislation in 71 States for which we expected to find CAH legisla-
tion; this sample is a focused subset drawn from a more compre-
hensive sample of 83 countries.' Based on our analysis of the
relevant legislation of the States in both samples, we calculated the
following:
* 61% of States have "some form" of legislation relating to
CAH (51 of 83).
* Only 41% of States generally possess per se CAH legislation
(34 of 83), while 20% of States have laws with some con-
nection to CAH (17 of 83).
* 82% of States with per se CAH legislation are Rome Statute
parties (28 of 34).
* 48% of Rome Statute parties have per se CAH legislation
(28 of 58).
* 24% of Rome Statute non-parties have per se CAH legisla-
tion (6 of 25).
* 29% of States with per se CAH legislation adopted verba-
tim the text of Article 7 of the Rome Statute when defining
CAH (10 of 34). This means that 12% of the total number
of States covered by our study have adopted the Rome Stat-
ute's definition of CAH (10 of 83).
* 71% of States with per se CAH legislation lack key elements
of the Article 7 definition displaying a wide range of minor
to major substantive deficiencies (24 of 34).
We also examined whether the 71 States could exercise universal
jurisdiction to prosecute CAH based solely on the nature of the
crime, without regard to the location where the crime was commit-
ted, the nationality of the alleged perpetrator, or the nationality of
the victim. We found that:
* 25% of States have some form of universal jurisdiction over
CAH per se (21 of 83).
1. The methodology utilized to define the respective parameters of the comprehen-
sive and focused samples is explained infra Part 2, Section 1.
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* 95% of States with universal jurisdiction over CAH impose
one or more procedural limitations on its exercise, most
commonly a presence requirement.
* Nearly 62% of States with per se CAH legislation provide
for some form of universal jurisdiction over those crimes
(21 of 34).
* Nearly 68% of Rome Statute parties that proscribe CAH
per se also provide for some form of universal jurisdiction
over these crimes (19 of 28).
* 90% of the States identified with universal jurisdiction over
CAH per se are parties to the Rome Statute (19 of 21).
* Only 33% of non-Rome Statute parties have universal juris-
diction provisions with respect to CAH per se (2 of 6).
* At least 82% of States with per se CAH legislation provide
for universal jurisdiction over one or more other atrocity
crimes, including war crimes (28 of 34).
With respect to the 28 States in our study providing for some
form of universal jurisdiction, whether for CAH per se, other atroc-
ity crimes, or both:
* At least 19 States, or nearly 68%, expressly require the pres-
ence of the alleged perpetrator in the State's territory.
* At least 12 States, almost 43%, specifically require prior
approval of the decision to exercise said jurisdiction by a
high-ranking prosecutorial or government official.
* At least 7 States, or 25%, impose a subsidiarity
requirement.
INTRODUCTION
This Report has three main objectives. The first is to conduct a
rigorous quantitative survey of national legislation worldwide to
determine the extent to which States have prohibited crimes
against humanity (CAH) under domestic law. The second is to
engage in a limited but illustrative qualitative analysis of CAH laws
where they do exist. And finally, for those States identified as hav-
ing CAH per se legislation, this Report seeks to establish the extent
to which it is paired with the extraterritorial jurisdiction provisions
necessary to make the CAH norms most effective. We approached
this project with the following questions in mind:
* How many States have proscribed CAH domestically?
* How do these States define CAH, and what prohibited acts
do they include (or exclude) in their definition?
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* What influence, if any, has the Rome Statute had on the
promulgation of domestic CAH legislation by States party?
* Where States have proscribed CAH per se, what extraterri-
torial jurisdictional bases exist for prosecuting such crimes?
* How prevalent is legislation authorizing universal jurisdic-
tion among States with per se CAH laws? Where that juris-
diction exists, what types of restrictions are imposed on it?
The remainder of this Report is divided into two parts and a con-
clusion. In Part 1, we map the global context by performing a
large-scale quantitative analysis of existing data regarding national
legislation and CAH worldwide, relying-with caveats-on pre-
existing secondary sources. Part 2 consists of five sections in which
we examine the data through an in-depth report, offering a
detailed quantitative and qualitative analysis of our own design.
Part 2 is thus more extensive than Part 1.
Section 1 of Part 2 defines the parameters of our in-depth
report, highlighting which States are excluded from our sample
and why. Section 2 addresses those States from the sample that
have per se CAH legislation, with an emphasis on the majority that
have legislation codifying insufficient or incomplete definitions of
"crimes against humanity." Section 3 explores the numerous varia-
tions among States in their definitions of CAH vis-A-vis the Rome
Statute's Article 7 definition, which suggests a need to better
understand these divergences. Section 4 reviews the jurisdictional
provisions for those States that have per se CAH legislation, with a
focus on universal jurisdiction. Section 5 presents additional meth-
odological information relevant to the realization of the in-depth
study.
PART 1: GLOBAL SURVEY
The first step in our large-scale survey of all States that have
national legislation relating to CAH was to review three major stud-
ies recently published on that subject:
* Universal Jurisdiction: A Preliminary Survey of Legislation
Around the World, by Amnesty International (2012).2 The
Amnesty report included in its expansive list of States with
legislation on CAH the States that have "included at least
one crime against humanity as a crime under national law,"
as well as States that "have not expressly included crimes
2. AMENSTY INT'L, UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION: A PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF LEGISLATION
AROUND THE WORLD-2012 UPDATE (2012).
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against humanity in their national law, [but] have provided
their courts with universal jurisdiction over ordinary crimes
under national law, which means that they can try persons
based on universal jurisdiction for at least some conduct,
such as murder, assault, rape and abduction, that, if com-
mitted as part of a widespread or systematic attack against
civilian population, amounts to crimes against humanity."3
* M. Cherif Bassiouni's book: Crimes Against Humanity: Histor-
ical Evolution and Contemporary Application, in particular,
Chapter 9, A Survey of National Legislation and Prosecutions for
Crimes Against Humanity (2012).4 Professor Bassiouni iden-
tifies States that criminalize CAH. He also identifies States
with legislation that labels as genocide or crimes against
peace and security the acts deemed part of CAH under cus-
tomary international law, as well as States that have ratified
or acceded to the Rome Statute and enacted a law to that
effect but have not yet adopted specific CAH national
legislation.
* The International Committee of the Red Cross's (ICRC)
International Humanitarian Law National Implementation
database.5 The ICRC database on CAH provides legislative
texts for a variety of States. The main page of the database
website, however, does not indicate on what basis States
were selected, how frequently the website is updated, how
comprehensive it is, or from what source it derived the
English translations posted.
The second step in our global survey was to compile a list of all
the States referenced by these three studies as having CAH legisla-
tion. If a State was cited in any one of the three reports, it was
included. This initial list contains 104 States.6 Perhaps unsurpris-
ingly, the findings of the three studies were not identical. Each
included different States in its results. Some States were listed in
each of the three reports, while others were identified in only one
or two. Moreover, though useful from a quantitative perspective,
the studies were less helpful when it came to a nuanced analysis of
States with some form of CAH legislation. After reviewing these
studies carefully, we concluded that relying on them exclusively to
3. Id. at 13.
4. M. CHERIF BoussIoUNI, CRIMES AGAINST HuMANlrY: HISTORICAL EVOLUTION AND
CONTEMPORARY APPLICATION (2011).
5. IHL National Implementation, ICRC (May 14, 2012), http://www.icrc.org/ihl-nat.
6. See infra Table A.
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answer our research questions would be problematic for a number
of reasons.
On the one hand, we were not able to identify in every case the
definitional standards used by each of the three studies for select-
ing States that supposedly had CAH legislation on their books. It
was not always clear, in other words, on what basis a State was cho-
sen and others excluded by the author(s) of a given study for the
respective list (e.g., the ICRC database). A related but different
problem was the use of overly inclusive selection criteria, most
notably (though not exclusively) in the Amnesty International
report. By defining what counted as CAH so broadly for purposes
of a State's laws, Amnesty identified the largest number of States
with legislation outlawing CAH when many of those selected have
no such thing.
On the other hand, only one of the studies (the ICRC database)
included the text of each identified State's legislation. The Bas-
siouni and Amnesty studies did not reproduce the statutory texts
but only citations for them (and in some cases web links, which
were not always reliable). This complicated our efforts to confirm
whether a State had implemented CAH legislation per se, raising
further concerns about overreliance on these sources. For all these
reasons, we decided to implement the in-depth sample study
described in the next part as a complement to the global survey
analysis based exclusively on these three studies.
Notwithstanding the methodological caveats, for the global sur-
vey we compiled a working list of all the States that were included
in at least one of the three main studies on CAH legislation, with
the understanding that it inevitably encompassed a significant
number of States that do not explicitly or substantially proscribe
CAH per se. We compared this list of States with the one for cur-
rent U.N. Member States, as well as the one enumerating all parties
to the Rome Statute. This simple exercise in contrast allowed us to
generate the macro data that follow regarding all States that have
adopted some form of legislation relating to CAH, understood in
the broadest sense.
Section 1. Findings of the Global Survey of States Regarding
CAH Legislation
By analyzing the list of States drawn from the three major studies
on CAH legislation cited above, we calculate that:
* A total of 104 out of 193 (54%) U.N. Member States have
been identified as having some form of national legislation
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relating to CAH, based on their inclusion in at least one of
the three studies cited.7
* This means that the remaining 89 (46%) U.N. Member
States do not have any identified form of CAH legislation.,
With respect to the 121 States that are party to the Rome Stat-
ute,9 we calculate that:
* 80 States party to the Rome Statute (66%) have imple-
mented some form of national legislation relating to CAH.
(In other words, 80 Rome Statute parties appeared on at
least one of the three baseline sources we consulted.)10
* The remaining 41 States party to the Rome Statute (34%)
do not have an identified form of CAH legislation."
With respect to the 73 U.N. Member States that are not party to
the Rome Statute' 2 :
* 24 States (33%) have implemented some form of national
legislation relating to CAH. In other words, 24 non-parties
to the Rome Statute appeared on a list in at least one of the
three sources we consulted.'3
* The remaining 49 (67%) non-party States do not have an
identified form of legislation relating to CAH. 14
Stated more succinctly:
* 54% of U.N. Member States (104 of 193) have some form
of national legislation relating to the prohibition of CAH.
* 66% of Rome Statute parties (80 of 121) have some form
of national legislation relating to the prohibition of CAH.
* 33% of non-Rome Statute party U.N. Member States (24 of
73) have some form of national legislation relating to the
prohibition of CAH.
Thus, even with caveats, our survey of secondary sources sup-
ports the conclusion that whether a State has ratified or acceded to
the Rome Statute has a significant correlation with whether the
State has some form of CAH legislation. It is beyond the scope of
our inquiry to determine whether there is any causal relationship
7. See infra Table A.
8. See infra Table B.
9. Note that one of the parties to the Rome Statute, the Cook Islands, is not a U.N.
Member State.
10. See infra Table C.
11. See infra Table D.
12. Again, the status of the Cook Islands must be taken into account. For purposes of
this calculation, there are 193 U.N. Member States, 120 of which are Rome Statute parties,
and therefore 73 U.N. Member States are not Rome Statute parties.
13. See infra Table E.
14. See infra Table F.
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between signing the Rome Statute and adopting CAH legislation
under domestic law. However, the fact that a substantial number
of Rome Statute parties (by one secondary source, more than 50
percent) have not enacted such legislation strongly suggests that
not all Rome Statute States feel obligated to implement measures
prohibiting the crimes covered by the Rome Statute.15 This obser-
vation is corroborated by evidence in the next Part that few of the
Rome Statute parties with per se CAH legislation have adopted the
definition of CAH in Rome Statute Article 7 verbatim or with a
substantially similar text.16
PART 2: THE IN-DEPTH STUDY
The starting point for the in-depth study was the list of States
contained in Table A. These were identified as having some form
of national CAH legislation by at least one of the three main stud-
ies discussed in the prior part. We rounded out that original list by
adding all the States party to the Rome Statute not already
accounted for, regardless of whether or not they had been cited in
one of the source studies. This second compilation contains 145
States.' 7 Our reasoning in compiling the more comprehensive set
of States to initiate the study was this: if a State was not included in
one of the three studies and was not a party to the Rome Statute, it
was very unlikely to have any relevant domestic legislation relating
to CAH (or, in any case, reasonably available legislation). Such a
State would have had to evade the purview of all three major stud-
ies, including the broadly inclusive Amnesty International report,
15. To be sure, scholars have debated whether the Rome Statute requires states party
to adopt domestic laws prohibiting the crimes covered by the Rome Statute. Paragraph 6
of the Rome Statute's preamble reads, "Recalling that it is the duty of every State to exer-
cise its criminal jurisdiction over those responsible for international crimes," Rome Statute
of the International Criminal Court pmbl.,July 17, 1998, 2187 U.N.T.S. 90,91, which some
scholars assert identifies a duty to adopt national laws. The principle of complementarity
that is espoused in Article 1 of the Rome Statute gives States precedence over the Interna-
tional Criminal Court (ICC) in investigating and prosecuting the relevant crimes, where
they are able and willing. However, Article 1 does not explicitly require-nor does the
principle of complementarity necessarily presume-that all Rome Statute parties are obli-
gated to adopt implementing legislation in this respect.
16. See infra Part 2, Section 1. Even to the extent that the Rome Statute can be consid-
ered to impose some type of obligation on States party to implement domestic legislation,
it is not clear that States party are obligated to adopt the definition of any given offense
that is used in the Rome Statute. Article 10 of the Rome Statute, for example, states:
"Nothing in this Part shall be interpreted as limiting or prejudicing in any way existing or
developing rules of international law for purposes other than this Statute." Rome Statute
of the International Criminal Court, supra note 15, art. 10.
17. Infra Table G.
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decline to ratify the Rome Statute, and yet still have implemented
CAH legislation.
Section 1. Defining the Parameters of the In-Depth Study
Faced with the daunting task of reviewing the legislation of 145
States, we opted instead to carve out a more viable but similarly
representative sample. We thus cut this list roughly in half, taking
the first 71 States listed in alphabetical order from A to I. It is
important to keep in mind, however, that the full number of U.N.
Member States listed alphabetically from A to I is 83. This can be
considered the full or comprehensive sample. Narrowing it slightly
within that range to the 71 States most likely to possess CAH legis-
lation permitted us to better focus the sample, secure accurate
translations for a more manageable number of States, and engage
in quantitatively and qualitatively meaningful analyses. 8 In other
words, the focused sample of 71 States is not entirely random; it
was distilled from the list we prepared of States identified as hav-
ing, or being likely to have, some form of CAH legislation within
the 83 U.N. Member States that constitute the full A-I State sam-
ple. It is worth noting that of the 83 States in that sample, 58 are
parties to the Rome Statute.
Through our research, we were unable to find legislation relat-
ing to some form of CAH for 20 of the 71 States in the study, which
we added to the 12 excluded by focusing the sample as described.' 9
That leaves a baseline of 51 States from the comprehensive sample
with arguably some form of CAH legislation. 2 0 To be clear: "some
18. See infra Table I.
19. See infra Table I. We cannot confirm with absolute certainty that these States do
not have CAH legislation, though there is at least a strong presumption that they do not.
Some States (particularly small or developing States) may not make their legislation availa-
ble online or update it online with any regularity. The 20 States excluded from the
focused sample were added to the 12 that make up the difference between the 83 U.N.
Member States in the A-I range and the 71 in that same range from our list of potential
CAH States. Again, we presumed, for the reasons outlined in the introduction to Part 2,
that these 12 States do not possess any form of CAH legislation. Thus, the combined num-
ber of States in the comprehensive sample found or presumed not to have any form of
CAH legislation is 32.
20. With respect to those 51 States, 29 of them had legislation available in English
(although it must be noted that not every English translation was denoted as official or
cited the source of its translation). Most of the remaining 20 States had legislation written
in a foreign language spoken or understood by one of our team members (French, Span-
ish, Portuguese, Italian, Arabic, and Catalan). In a small number of cases for which we did
not possess the required language capabilities (Belarus, Croatia, Denmark, and Greece),
we relied upon translation software (Google Translate) in conjunction with the consulta-
tion of reliable secondary sources wherever available, such as previously translated laws and
other authoritative governmental, intergovernmental and/or nongovernmental sources.
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form" of CAH legislation means that it meets one or more of the
definitional criteria utilized by the three commonly cited secon-
dary sources relied upon by our survey in Part 1. With respect to
this group, we sorted the legislation into two general categories:
(1) norms that used the term "crimes against humanity" per se,
and (2) norms that did not formally refer to the term but arguably
contained some features in common with the definition of the
term, such as one or more of the prohibited acts listed in Article
7(1) (a)-(k) of the Rome Statute. Our research established that 34
of the 51 States with some form of CAH legislation fell into the first
category of using the term "crimes against humanity" per se, with
the remaining 17 falling into the second category.
The 17 States that do not have explicit prohibitions on CAH but
do appear to have laws with some connection to CAH offenses were
a fairly heterogeneous group. We included the following types of
situations in this category21:
* States with legislation that has a provision or a chapter enti-
tled "crimes against humanity," but that only defines geno-
cide or war crimes in the substance of the provision or
chapter.22
* States with legislation prohibiting delitos contra deberes de
humanidad, which is more substantively akin to war crimes
legislation.23
For example, we were able to confirm, using these resources, that neither Greece nor
Denmark has CAH legislation per se. See REDRESS & INT'L FED'N OF HUMAN RIGHTS, EXTRA-
TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION IN THE EUROPEAN UNION: A STUDY OF THE LAWS AND PRACTICE IN
THE 27 MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 110, 147 (2010) [hereinafter EXTRATERRI-
TORIAL JURISDICTION IN THE EUROPEAN UNION].
21. See infra Table I for a list of the States falling within each category.
22. These States include Eritrea, Ethiopia, and Hungary. See EXTRATERRITORIAL JURIS-
DICTION IN THE EUROPEAN UNION, supra note 20, at 152.
23. Interestingly, the deberes de humanidad legislation was found in the legislation of El
Salvador and Guatemala, two States that have witnessed violence widely regarded as
amounting to CAH. Nonetheless, the deberes de humanidad legislation in both States has far
more in common with the definition of war crimes than of CAH. Guatemala's legislation
provides that "whoever violates or infringes humanitarian duties, laws or agreements
regarding war prisoners or hostages, wounded during combat operations, or who commits
any act of inhumanity against civilians or against hospitals or places for wounded, shall be
punished with imprisonment from twenty to thirty years." CODIGO PENAL DE GUATEMALA
art. 378. El Salvador's legislation provides as follows:
[T]he civilian not subject to military jurisdiction, who violates the duties of
humanity with war prisoners or hostages or injured as a result of it, or let them
which are in hospitals or places for wounded and who commits any act of inhu-
manity against the civilian population, before, during or after the war actions,
shall be punished with imprisonment of five to twenty years.
CODIGO PENAL DE EL SALVADOR art. 363.
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* States prohibiting particular acts that are defined as CAH
under customary international law or by conventional
law. 2 4 At least 2 of the 17 States have provisions prohibit-
ing apartheid.25 At least 1 has a provision prohibiting
enforced disappearance.26
* States prohibiting other acts listed in Article 7(a)-(k) of
the Rome Statute, such as enslavement or torture, without
the qualification that these acts must occur in the context
of a "widespread and systematic attack directed against any
civilian population."27 In other words, these prohibitions
do not explicitly distinguish between these acts as common
crimes as opposed to CAH.
More to the point, our research also established that 34 of the 71
States in our in-depth study have identifiable legislation that explic-
itly prohibits some form of CAH. Of these 34 States with per se
CAH legislation, however, only 10 have adopted the Rome Statute's
Article 7 definition verbatim or in substantially similar terms ("full"
CAH).28 The remaining 24 States, although explicitly referencing
CAH, promulgated norms that were missing one or more of Article
7's key elements, as described in Section 2 below ("deficient"
CAH). Graphically, then, the breakdown of the 71 focused sample
States looks like this:
24. See, e.g., International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the
Crime of Apartheid pmbl., Nov. 30, 1973, 1015 U.N.T.S. 243 ("Observing that the General
Assembly of the United Nations has adopted a number of resolutions in which the policies
and practices of apartheid are condemned as a crime against humanity[.]"); International
Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance, G.A. Res. A/
RES/61/177, U.N. Doc. A/61/448, pmbl. (Dec. 20, 2006) ("Aware of the extreme serious-
ness of enforced disappearance, which constitutes a crime and, in certain circumstances
defined in international law, a crime against humanity[.]")
25. States with legislation prohibiting apartheid include Bulgaria and Cuba.
26. States with legislation prohibiting enforced disappearance include Colombia. It
should be noted that enforced disappearance does not always constitute a CAH, depend-
ing on the context in which it occurs. See, e.g., Rep. of the Working Grp. on Enforced or
Involuntary Disappearances, Human Rights Council, 13th Sess., para. 39, U.N. Doc. A/
HRC/13/31 (Dec. 21, 2009) (noting that enforced disappearance can only be qualified as
a CAH when committed in a certain context (i.e., where there has been a widespread and
systematic attack against a civilian population and where the perpetrator had knowledge of
such attack)).
27. These States include Austria, Brazil, Cameroon, Colombia, C6te d'Ivoire, Ecua-
dor, Ghana, Greece, Guinea-Bissau, and Italy.
28. See infra Table J. These 10 are Argentina, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Burkina Faso,
Burundi, Canada, Comoros, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Denmark, and Ireland.
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A. Quantitative Findings of the In-Depth Study
Based on the analysis of the comprehensive and focused samples
identified in our study, we calculated the following:
* 61% of States have some form of legislation relating to
CAH (51 of 83).
* Only 41% of States generally possess per se CAH legislation
(34 of 83), while 20% have laws with some connection to
CAH (17 of 83).
* 82% of States with per se CAH legislation are Rome Statute
parties (28 of 34).
* 48% of Rome Statute parties have per se CAH legislation
(28 of 58).
* 24% of Rome Statute non-parties have per se CAH legisla-
tion (6 of 25).
* 29% of States with per se CAH legislation adopted verba-
tim the text of Article 7 of the Rome Statute when defining
CAH (10 of 34). This means that 12% of the total number
of States covered by our study have adopted the Rome Stat-
ute's definition of CAH (10 of 83).
Section 2. States with Insufficient or Incomplete Definitions of "Crimes
Against Humanity"
Within the group of 34 States that have explicit or per se CAH
prohibitions, the great majority-24-had insufficient or incom-
plete definitions when compared with Article 7 of the Rome Stat-
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ute.29 Interestingly, among the 24 States in this category we found
29. Article 7 of the Rome Statute is as follows:
1. For the purpose of this Statute, "crime against humanity" means any of the
following acts when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack




(d) Deportation or forcible transfer of population;
(e) Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in violation of
fundamental rules of international law;
(f) Torture;
(g) Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterili-
zation, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity;
(h) Persecution against any identifiable group or collectivity on political, racial,
national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as defined in paragraph 3, or other
grounds that are universally recognized as impermissible under international law,
in connection with any act referred to in this paragraph or any crime within the
jurisdiction of the Court;
(i) Enforced disappearance of persons;
(j) The crime of apartheid;
(k) Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffer-
ing, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.
2. For the purpose of paragraph 1:
(a) "Attack directed against any civilian population" means a course of conduct
involving the multiple commission of acts referred to in paragraph 1 against any
civilian population, pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organizational
policy to commit such attack;
(b) "Extermination" includes the intentional infliction of conditions of life, inter
alia the deprivation of access to food and medicine, calculated to bring about the
destruction of part of a population;
(c) "Enslavement" means the exercise of any or all of the powers attaching to the
right of ownership over a person and includes the exercise of such power in the
course of trafficking in persons, in particular women and children;
(d) "Deportation or forcible transfer of population" means forced displacement
of the persons concerned by expulsion or other coercive acts from the area in
which they are lawfully present, without grounds permitted under international
law;
(e) "Torture" means the intentional infliction of severe pain or suffering, whether
physical or mental, upon a person in the custody or under the control of the
accused; except that torture shall not include pain or suffering arising only from,
inherent in or incidental to, lawful sanctions;
(f) "Forced pregnancy" means the unlawful confinement of a woman forcibly
made pregnant, with the intent of affecting the ethnic composition of any popula-
tion or carrying out other grave violations of international law. This definition
shall not in any way be interpreted as affecting national laws relating to
pregnancy;
(g) "Persecution" means the intentional and severe deprivation of fundamental
rights contrary to international law by reason of the identity of the group or
collectivity;
(h) "The crime of apartheid" means inhumane acts of a character similar to those
referred to in paragraph 1, committed in the context of an institutionalized
regime of systematic oppression and domination by one racial group over any
other racial group or groups and committed with the intention of maintaining
that regime;
(i) "Enforced disappearance of persons" means the arrest, detention or abduc-
tion of persons by, or with the authorization, support or acquiescence of, a State
or a political organization, followed by a refusal to acknowledge that deprivation
of freedom or to give information on the fate or whereabouts of those persons,
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a surprising degree of substantive variation regarding the CAH def-
initions adopted. While there were some discernible patterns in
the variant definitions, there were more divergences. The deficien-
cies and discrepancies among the CAH definitions of the 24 States
in this group have the potential to become problematic at an inter-
State level when it comes to investigating, prosecuting, and cooper-
ating around CAH. Accordingly, we believe they warrant deeper
examination.
We used two different analytical methods to examine the varia-
tions discovered. The first is a quantitative method outlined in the
remainder of this Section. Using a detailed checklist, we compared
the legislative CAH definitions found for each State against the
constitutive elements of the baseline definition enshrined in Arti-
cle 7 of the Rome Statute. We then tabulated the results in a
chart.30 The second method of analysis, developed in Section 3
below, is a qualitative approach that contrasts the content of each
individual State's CAH definition against that of Article 7 in order
to determine the extent to which there may be discernible patterns
or trends in the ways States legislate CAH.
A. The CAH Legislation Checklist
As part of our first approach, we looked at each of the 34 States
with per se CAH legislation utilizing a checklist of the components
in Article 7 to determine the extent to which each State had imple-
mented the Rome Statute's baseline definition of CAH. To do so,
we organized Article 7's constituent elements into a series of item-
ized and discrete categories.31 In this respect, most of the checklist
categories are self-explanatory when read alongside Article 7,
although a few may require a bit more elucidation:
* "Full Article 7(1) chapeau" means only the text in 7(1)
before the enumerated prohibited acts in Article
7(1) (a)-(k). It does not include the Article 7(2) (a) "pol-
icy" requirement (which is a separate category at the very
far right of the checklist). One of the unusual features of
Article 7 is that not all required elements for CAH are
with the intention of removing them from the protection of the law for a pro-
longed period of time.
3. For the purpose of this Statute, it is understood that the term "gender" refers to
the two sexes, male and female, within the context of society. The term "gender"
does not indicate any meaning different from the above.
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, supra note 15, art. 7.
30. See infra Table J.
31. See infa Table J.
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"geographically" contained within the chapeau at the
beginning of the Article. Rather, one critical modifier of
the elements, the 7(2) (a) policy requirement, is contained
in the Article 7(2) "definitions" section.32 Because a signif-
icant number of States faithfully implemented the text of
7(1) but omitted this policy requirement, we believed that
this distinction was meaningful for purposes of this chart.
* "Full Rome Statute Article 7(1)" means all elements of the
Article 7(1) chapeau (but, again, not the Article 7(2) (a)
policy requirement) and all of the Article 7(a)-(k) prohib-
ited acts.
* "Full Rome Statute Article 7(2)" means all of the defini-
tions set forth in this section were also incorporated into
the national legislation.
* C (Comments): For some States and categories, it was very
difficult to choose a categorical Y (for included) or N (for
not included). For purposes of the data calculations
below, we have not calculated these as either Y or N, but
rather as C. Examples of these include:
- Legislation that indicates "civilians" but not a "civilian
population";
- Legislation that requires a "concerted plan" or a "pre-
meditated plan," which may or may not be commensu-
rate with either the "knowledge of the attack" or "State
or organizational policy" requirements.
* Synonyms: In a number of cases, legislative language that
was similar but not identical to Article 7 was used. In the
following circumstances, we counted a checkbox as Y even
though a synonym was used:
- "Generalized" or "broad" or "large-scale" in the place of
"widespread";
- "Assault" in the place of "attack".
* Finally, where a State did not identify "persecution" as a
prohibited act per se but required that certain prohibited
acts be carried out on the "grounds of" or "bases of" polit-
ics, race, religion, ethnicity, etc., we indicated that the "per-
secution" category of 7(1) (h) was satisfied.
32. Article 7(2)(a) of the Rome Statute defines "Attack directed against any civilian
population" as "a course of conduct involving the multiple commission of acts referred to
in paragraph I against any civilian population, pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or
organizational policy to commit such attack." Rome Statute of the International Criminal
Court, supra note 15, art. 7(2)(a).
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Findings
Using our CAH legislation checklist, we were able to make the
following empirical observations regarding the 34 States with CAH
per se legislation:
* 34 out of 34 States (100%) reference either a "civilian pop-
ulation" or "civilians" in their legislation. This is the mini-
mum baseline, therefore, for all CAH per se definitions.
* 29 out of 34 States (85%) include the "widespread"
requirement.
* 29 out of 34 States (85%) include the "systematic" require-
ment (the same 29 States that contain the widespread
requirement; no State includes the one without the other).
* 29 out of the 29 States (100%) that have included the "sys-
tematic" and "widespread" requirements have done so in
the disjunctive ("or") rather than the conjunctive ("and").
* 18 out of 34 States (53%) include the "knowledge"
requirement.
* Only 12 out of 34 States (35%) include the "policy"
requirement.
* 17 of 34 States (50%) lack one or more of the prohibited
acts of Article 7(1) (a) - (k).3
* Prohibited acts that are frequently excluded:
- 10 out of 34 States (29%) exclude apartheid (note, how-
ever, that 7 of these 10 States have ratified or acceded to
the Convention on Apartheid).
- 7 out of 34 States (21%) exclude the catchall "other
inhumane acts" contained in Article 7(1) (k).
* Some States that include the prohibited act of "persecu-
tion" (Article 7(1) (h)) nonetheless exclude certain
grounds of persecution. Of those 31 States that articulate
at least a few specific grounds for persecution:
- 7 exclude "gender"
- 2 exclude "national"
- 2 exclude "ethnic"
Section 3. Divergences in the Definition of "Crimes Against Humanity"
As noted above, our second analysis method involved a more
individualized and qualitative assessment of the 34 States with per
se CAH legislation. This category-oriented chart arranges each of
33. We did not count a State if it lacked any of the possible grounds of persecution
under Article 7(1)(h).
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the legislative texts into a "spectrum," from the most faithful to
Article 7 to the least.34 While we recognize that such a categoriza-
tion system requires us to make value judgments regarding which
are the most critical elements of the CAH definition and that such
a system might not perfectly account for every instance of legisla-
tion, we believe nonetheless that this approach reveals useful data
patterns that the checklist chart alone cannot.
We weighed a number of values and input factors in creating our
categories. First, because we noted a significant amount of varia-
tion in the extent to which each State adopted the chapeau
requirements, we attempted to organize this variation. Each of the
States had, at an absolute minimum, the element of "civilian popu-
lation."3 5 The next-lowest level included those States containing
the "civilian population" and the "widespread or systematic" ele-
ments, which we considered to be critical to the modern definition
of CAH. The level above that covered States with legislation that
included several chapeau elements, but not all, and not the policy
requirement.
Second, we noted early on that many States had legislation that
was faithful to the Article 7(1) chapeau and Article 7(1) (a)-(k)
acts and yet did not include the policy requirement (or any of the
other Article 7(2) definitions). We, therefore, felt it was important
that the category system highlights this phenomenon. Again, to be
clear, a reference to the chapeau includes only the elements in
Article 7(1) before the 7(1) (a)-(k) definitions, while the policy
element is referred to separately.
Finally, we judged that whether a State had enacted the chapeau
requirements of Article 7(1) and the policy requirement was on
the whole more critical than whether the State had enacted each
and every prohibited act listed in Article 7(1)(a)-(k). This com-
34. The chart, which reproduces the texts of legislation defining "crimes against
humanity" from 34 countries, has been omitted from this version of the Report due to its
length. The chart is in Annex K of the full Report, which is available at http://www.gwilr.
org and http://www.law.gwu.edu/Academics/EL/clinics/IHRC/Documents/CAH_-Final
Web.pdf. See ARTURO J. CARRILLO & ANNALISE K. NELSON, COMPARATIVE LAw STUDY AND
ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL LEGISLATION RELATING TO CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY AND EXTRATER-
RITORIAL JURISDICTION Annex K (2013), available at http://www.law.gwu.edu/Academics/
EL/clinics/IHRC/Documents/CAHFinalWeb.pdf [hereinafter Annex K].
35. As has been noted, a few States referred to only "civilians" rather than "civilian
population." Nonetheless, we included these States as having "crimes against humanity per
se" because the legal effect is largely the same, and there were other features-the formal
invocation of "crimes against humanity," a list of acts fairly similar to those in Article
7(1)(a)-(k), etc.-that argued against removing them altogether.
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pleted, then, our study composed of five categories, which are
described below.
Category 1: Verbatim text of Rome Statute Article 7
Category 1 includes States that have copied verbatim each ele-
ment of Article 7(1) and 7(2) into their legislation, as well as those
that have incorporated Article 7 of the Rome Statute fully by refer-
ence. Ten of the 34 States with per se CAH definitions fall into this
category, or 29 percent of the total.
To take an example of the first type of State, Bosnia and Herze-
govina directly transcribes the substantive provisions of Article 7(1)
and 7(2) into its domestic legislation.3 6 The language used in Bos-
nia and Herzegovina's criminal code integrates the chapeau, pro-
hibited acts, and definitions of Article 7 word for word; the
language is identical to that used in the Rome Statute.37 Other
States pursuing this verbatim approach include Burkina Faso,
Burundi, and Comoros.38
To take an example of the second type of State, Argentina has
adopted the definition of CAH found in the Rome Statute through
direct reference in its implementing legislation, which affirms that
"[t] he practices described in Articles 6, 7, 8, and 70 of the Rome
Statute as well as all those crimes and offenses which may subse-
quently fall within the competence of the International Criminal
Court, will be punishable for the Republic of Argentina in the
manner set out by this law."39 Other States incorporating Article 7
by reference into their domestic legal system include Canada,
Costa Rica, Cyprus, Denmark, and Ireland.40
It should be stressed that a State can have legislation ratifying the
Rome Statute and still not have incorporated domestically the
international crimes covered by the treaty. At the same time, a
State that moves to implement these crimes into its criminal code
could ultimately enact legislation that deviates from the text of
Article 7. An example of the latter scenario is provided by Austra-
lia (see Category 3 below), which had similar legislation as Argen-
tina before it revised its criminal code to include CAH. The
36. See Annex K, supra note 34.
37. See id.
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resulting criminal offense was less comprehensive than that of Arti-
cle 7 since it lacked a policy requirement.4 '
Category 2: All elements of Article 7(1) chapeau present, plus policy
requirement, but missing some of the 7(1)(a)-(k)
prohibited acts
Category 2 is distinguished from Category 1 in that, while the
domestic legislation contains all of the Article 7(1) chapeau ele-
ments and the Article 7(2) (a) policy requirement, it has minor
omissions in the list of proscribed acts. It characterizes 2 out of 34
States, representing 6 percent of our total.
The two States from our sample in this category are Iraq and
Chile. Iraq has fully implemented Article 7(1)-both chapeau and
the prohibited acts-with the exception of the crime of
apartheid. 42 It has also implemented some of the definitions con-
tained in Article 7(2) (a)-(g), including Article 7(2) (a) "attack,"
but has excluded the definitions for torture, forced pregnancy, and
apartheid.43
Chile's statute, on the other hand, explicitly contains all chapeau
requirements-including the policy requirement-except for
"knowledge."4 4 However, Chile's robust definition of policy
(described in greater detail below) can be read to encompass a
knowledge requirement, which is why we have included it in Cate-
gory 2. Chile further omits a couple of the prohibited acts from
Article 7(1) (a)-(k).
Category 3: All elements of Article 7(1) chapeau present, but lacking a
policy requirement and, in some cases, also lacking certain
prohibited acts
Category 3 is for domestic legislation that contains all of the ele-
ments listed in the chapeau, including "widespread or systematic,"
"directed," "against a civilian population," and "with knowledge of
the attack." Significantly, each of the States in this category lacks
the policy requirement found in Article 7(2) (a). In addition to
this omission, the domestic legislation may lack certain other pro-
hibited acts. There are 7 out of 34 States in this category, 21 per-
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Examples of domestic legislation from this category include Aus-
tralia and Belgium.4 5 While Australia and Belgium adopt the full
chapeau of Article 7(1), they fail to adopt the definitions section
and, therefore, lack the policy requirement found in the Rome
Statute.
Category 4: Includes the critical "widespread or systematic" requirement
of Article 7(1) chapeau, but has more extenuating deficiencies
(i.e., lacks policy requirement as well as one or more
chapeau elements; some prohibited acts
may also be lacking)
Category 4 consists of those States with a CAH definition that
includes the "widespread or systematic" requirement of the Article
7(1) chapeau but is lacking the remaining chapeau elements, the
policy requirement, and one or more prohibited acts. Ten of the
34 States fall into this category, composing 29 percent of the total.
There are generally two types of States in this category. The first
type lacks many of the chapeau requirements but contains many, if
not all, of the Article 7(1) (a)-(k) prohibited acts. The second type
of State is more deficient, containing only the "widespread and sys-
tematic" element from the chapeau and lacking many of the Arti-
cle 7(1) prohibited acts. An example of the first type is Germany,
which dictates that "the widespread or systematic attack [must be]
directed against any civilian population" but omits the policy and
knowledge requirements. 4 6 Germany lists most of the prohibited
acts except for three, which are arguably prohibited by synony-
mous language. 47
Estonia is an example of the second type of State. It includes a
"systematic or large-scale" element, which echoes Article 7's cha-
peau but either omits or uses ambiguous language for the remain-
ing chapeau elements. 4 8 Further, it lacks six of the Article
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Category 5: "Crimes against humanity" is defined, but lacks the critical
"widespread or systematic" element of Article 7(1), as well as
other chapeau elements, the policy requirement and/
or certain prohibited acts
Category 5 consists of States with legislation that is labeled
"crimes against humanity" but that defines the crime at a bare min-
imum by referencing primarily the "civilian population" element.
These States' laws make reference neither to the "widespread or
systematic" requirement nor to most of the other chapeau ele-
ments of Article 7(1), the policy requirement, or various prohib-
ited acts. This category has 5 of the 34 States in it, or almost 15
percent.
This final category is meant to encompass those States that util-
ize the "crimes against humanity" nomenclature to codify some
international offense directed at civilians and to distinguish them
from domestic crimes by defining one or more prohibited acts. An
example of a Category 5 State is Albania, which has legislation that
proscribes "crimes against humanity" and most of Article 7's pro-
hibited acts but omits all of the chapeau elements, save for the
requirement that the acts be "against a civilian population."50
The following graphic illustrates the distribution of the 34 CAH
per se States among the five categories:









Category ICategory 2 Category 3 Category 4 Category 5,
50. See id.
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Clearly, the foregoing categorization system does not account for
every variation possible in the national legislations studied. We
thus note the following additional legislative idiosyncrasies:
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)
The DRC has "crimes against humanity" provisions only in its
Military Penal Code (2002) .1 It appears that the DRC military
tribunals have exclusive jurisdiction over CAH,52 which could in
turn raise issues in terms of evidence, transparency, the role of vic-
tims, and compensation for victims.
The DRC's legislation contains several distinct provisions relat-
ing to CAH. One of these provisions seems quite closely aligned
with war crimes.5 3 Another provision follows the Rome Statute
Article 7(1) chapeau and prohibited acts quite closely, with a few
changes: the acts must be "directed knowingly against the Republic
or against the civilian population," and the prohibited acts include
"severe devastation of wildlife, flora, soil resources or subsoil" and
"destruction of universal natural or cultural heritage."54
Chile
Chile has enacted original language prohibiting a range of acts
as CAH, some of which overlap with Article 7 and some of which
do not.5 5 This was done to ensure that ratification of the Rome
Statute would be compatible with existing domestic norms. Chile's
legislation defines the State policy requirement; however, it makes
explicit its coverage of irregular armed groups that meet the Proto-
col II threshold, as well as of organized (criminal) groups if they
are powerful enough.5 6 It also defines attacks in different contexts,
in terms distinct from the Rome Statute.
Canada
Canada has adopted an unusual hybrid definition of CAH. The
Canadian Implementing Act defines CAH as:
51. See id.
52. See, e.g., INT'L CTR. FOR TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE, JUDGMENT DENIED: THE FAILURE TO
FULFILL COURT-ORDERED REPARATIONS FOR VICTIMS OF SERIOUS CRIMES IN THE DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO 2 (2012) (noting that "[i]n cases involving crimes of genocide,
war crimes, and [CAH], Congolese victims must bring their claims before military courts").
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[M]urder, extermination, enslavement, deportation, imprison-
ment, torture, sexual violence, persecution or any other inhu-
mane act or omission that is committed against any civilian
population or any identifiable group and that, at the time and
in the place of its commission, constitutes a crime against
humanity according to customary international law or conven-
tional international law or by virtue of its being criminal accord-
ing to the general principles of law recognized by the
community of nations, whether or not it constitutes a contraven-
tion of the law in force at the time and in the place of its
commission.57
The act then explicitly confirms that Article 7 of the Rome Stat-
ute describes crimes according to customary international law.5 8
Therefore, while Canada explicitly provides a definition of CAH
that is more limited than Article 7, it also incorporates the full Arti-
cle 7 definition by reference.
Limiting Grounds: Race, Ethnicity, etc.
At least 2 States require that CAH be conducted on grounds of
race, ethnicity, or other "group" identities, thereby narrowing the
scope of what can constitute a CAH. Albania limits CAH to
"[h]omicides, exterminations, using as slaves, deportations and
exiles, and any kind of act of torture or other human violence that
are committed by a pre-meditated concrete plan, against a group
of civil population for political, ideological, racial, ethnic, and
religious motives."59
Armenia, which uses the term "[c] rimes against human security,"
limits this figure to "[d]eportation, illegal arrest, enslavement,
mass and regular execution without trial, kidnapping followed by
disappearance, torture or cruel treatment of civilians, due to racial,
national, ethnic identity, political views and religion."60
Additional Prohibited Acts
A number of States promulgated additional prohibited acts not
included within Article 7(1) (a)-(k). These acts include:
* Summary executions (included in the legislation of Central
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* Environmental devastation (Democratic Republic of the
Congo);63
* Destruction of national or cultural heritage (Democratic
Republic of the Congo).64
Section 4. Jurisdictional Provisions Applied to "Crimes
Against Humanity"
The final round of analysis concerning the 34 States that refer-
enced CAH per se in their domestic legislation involved examining
the criminal jurisdictional provisions of those States to determine
which, if any, would apply extraterritorially to CAH and other
atrocities. It is important to stress that of these 34 States with CAH
legislation, only 10 have adopted the Rome Statute's Article 7 defi-
nition verbatim or in substantially similar terms. The remaining 24
States have CAH norms that are missing one or more of Article 7's
key elements, as described in Section 2 supra. The results of the
jurisdictional study with respect to these 34 States are tabulated in
the jurisdiction-specific checklist developed for this purpose. 65
With respect to Table L, the checklist chart is largely self-explan-
atory, but a few methodological clarifications are in order:
* The first two columns of the checklist indicate, respec-
tively, States that are a party to the Rome Statute and
whether they have adopted the substance of Article 7's def-
inition verbatim (Category 1).
* Columns 3-8 register whether a State has ratified or signed
the principal atrocity or related international crime treaties
on torture, 66 forced disappearance, 67 apartheid,68 geno-
cide,69 terrorist bombings,70 and hostage taking.71 Each of
these treaties contains a subject-specific universal jurisdic-
63. Id.
64. Id.
65. See infra Table L.
66. Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment
or Punishment, Dec. 10, 1984, 1465 U.N.T.S. 85.
67. International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disap-
pearance, Dec. 20, 2006, U.N. Registration No. 48088.
68. International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of
Apartheid art. 1, Nov. 30, 1973, 1015 U.N.T.S. 243, 245.
69. Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, Dec. 9,
1948, 78 U.N.T.S. 277.
70. International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings, Dec. 15,
1997, 2149 U.N.T.S. 256.
71. International Convention Against the Taking of Hostages, Dec. 17, 1979, T.I.A.S.
No. 11,081, 1316 U.N.T.S. 205.
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tion mechanism incumbent on States party to implement,
as follows:
- Convention Against Torture (CAT): universal jurisdic-
tion is mandatory (Art. 5(2)); includes an aut dedere, aut
judicare obligation72
- Enforced Disappearances Convention: universal juris-
diction is mandatory (Art. 9(2)); includes an aut dedere,
aut judicare obligation73
- Apartheid Convention: universal jurisdiction is permit-
ted (Art. V); has no aut dedere, aut judicare obligation74
- Genocide Convention: universal jurisdiction is permit-
ted (Art. 1's very vague provisions); has no aut dedere, aut
judicare obligation75
- Terrorist Bombings Convention: universal jurisdiction
permitted, but with substantial nexus requirements (Art.
6(2)); includes an aut dedere, autjudicare obligation76
- Hostage Taking Convention: universal jurisdiction
mandatory (Art. 5(2)); includes an aut dedere, aut judi-
care obligation77
* The next four columns (9-12) address whether States have
enacted extraterritorial criminal jurisdiction for either
CAH or any of the other atrocity crimes listed above, with
the addition of war crimes, based on the nationality princi-
ple.78 We distinguish between active personality jurisdic-
tion, which applies to a State's nationals who allegedly
commit any such crimes abroad, and passive personality
jurisdiction, which grants jurisdiction over an alien for
crimes committed abroad where the State's nationals are
the victims.
* Column 13 seeks to capture those States that have
expressly established universal jurisdiction for CAH in
72. Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment
or Punishment, supra note 66, art. 5(2).
73. International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disap-
pearance, supra note 67, art. 9(2).
74. International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of
Apartheid, supra note 68, art. 5.
75. Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, supra
note 69.
76. International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings, supra note
70, art. 6(2), (4).
77. International Convention Against the Taking of Hostages, supra note 71, arts.
5(2), 6(1).
78. See infra Table L. Every one of the 34 States with CAH per se legislation in our in-
depth study is a party to the four Geneva Conventions.
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some form. Universal jurisdiction refers to criminal juris-
diction based solely on the nature of the crime, without
regard to where the crime was committed, the nationality
of the alleged or convicted perpetrator, the nationality of
the victim, or any other connection to the State exercising
such jurisdiction. Express limitations on this otherwise
"pure" universal jurisdiction are listed in Columns 15-17.
It is important to highlight that every State in our study but
one (Estonia) imposed one or more of the procedural limi-
tations identified below on the exercise of universal juris-
diction over CAH.
* Column 14 reflects States that authorize or permit univer-
sal jirisdiction specifically for one or more of the other
atrocity or international crimes listed. This can occur in
different ways. As discussed below, it is not uncommon for
States in their constitutions or laws to expressly allow for
extraterritorial jurisdiction where international treaties
they have ratified require it. In cases where the State's
legal system is monist, no additional implementing legisla-
tion may be required for a ratified treaty to have the force
of law domestically. Or a State may adopt specific legisla-
tion implementing one or more of the atrocity or interna-
tional crime treaties referenced in Columns 3-8, such as
the Convention Against Torture.
* Columns 15-17 document cases where States have
imposed one or more of three specific procedural limita-
tions on the exercise of universal jurisdiction for either
CAH or atrocity crimes. Any such limitation is noted only
if it has been enacted with express reference to the corre-
sponding universal jurisdiction provisions or where it is evi-
dent otherwise that such a limitation is specifically applied
to them.79
- The first limitation is the requirement that the alleged
perpetrator be present in the territory of the State
before a complaint can be initiated or an investigation
can be begun. This is the presence requirement, the
most common of the procedural limitations imposed by
States.
79. See infra Table L. Of course, there are other general procedural limitations that
may (or are likely to) apply to any exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction, such as the pro-
hibition on double jeopardy and in absentia trials, or the double criminality requirement,
but that are not registered in this Table.
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- The second limitation is the express requirement that a
high-ranking government official, usually the attorney
general or some other executive branch authority, sanc-
tions a priori the initiation of any criminal proceedings
under the universal jurisdiction provisions. Note that
this requirement is distinct from the general
prosecutorial discretion to initiate a criminal proceed-
ing common in many States.
- The third limitation captured here is that of subsidiarity,
where a State will expressly defer out of comity to
another State whose jurisdictional claims may be
stronger based (usually) on the territoriality or national-
ity principles.
A. Quantitative Findings of the Jurisdictional Study
Based on the extraterritorial jurisdiction checklistjust described,
viewed in light of the findings from our global survey of States in
Part 1, we can derive the following series of statistical conclusions
from our in-depth study:
Universal jurisdiction provisions for CAH
* 25% of States have some form of universal jurisdiction over
CAH per se (21 of 83).
* Nearly 62% of States with per se CAH legislation provide
for some form of universal jurisdiction over these crimes
(21 of 34).
* Nearly 68% of those Rome Statute parties that proscribe
CAH per se also provide for some form of universal juris-
diction over these crimes (19 of 28).
* 9 out of 10 (90%) of the Rome Statute parties that adopted
Article 7's definition of CAH verbatim also adopted univer-
sal jurisdiction over these crimes.80
* 90% of States identified with universal jurisdiction over
CAH per se are parties to the Rome Statute (19 of 21). 1
* Only 33% of non-Rome Statute parties have universal juris-
diction provisions with respect to CAH per se (2 of 6).
80. Ireland was the only State not to do so.
81. Azerbaijan and Belarus are the two non-Rome Statute parties found to have uni-
versal jurisdiction provisions over CAH per se. See ARTURO J. CARRILLO & ANNALISE K. NEL-
SON, COMPARATIVE LAw STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL LEGISLATION RELATING TO CRIMES
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* 95% of States with universal jurisdiction over CAH per se
impose one or more procedural limitations on its exercise,
most commonly a presence requirement (20 of 21).
* Just one State-Estonia-can boast "pure" universal juris-
diction over CAH, if only in theory.82
Universal jurisdiction for specyifc atrocity crimes (other than CAH per se)
* At least 82% of States with per se CAH legislation provide
for universal jurisdiction over one or more of the other
atrocity crimes listed above, plus war crimes (28 of 34).
* Nearly 86% of States providing for universal jurisdiction
over one or more other atrocity crimes are Rome Statute
parties (24 of 28).83
* Two-thirds of non-Rome Statute parties with per se CAH
legislation have provisions for universal jurisdiction over
one or more other atrocity crimes (4 of 6).84
Specific procedural limitations on the exercise of universal jurisdiction
* With respect to the 28 States providing for some form of
universal jurisdiction, whether for CAH per se, atrocity
crimes, or both:
- At least 19 expressly require the presence of the alleged
perpetrator in the State's territory, or nearly 68%.85
- At least 12 specifically require prior approval of the deci-
sion to exercise said jurisdiction by a high-ranking
prosecutorial or government official, almost 43%.86
- At least 7 impose a subsidiarity requirement, or 25%.87
82. See id. Even so, this "pure" universal jurisdiction has not yet been exercised, and
some experts believe it would be subject to procedural limitation in practice, as has
occurred with Germany.
83. The four non-Rome Statute party States with treaty-based universal jurisdiction
over atrocity crimes are Belarus, Azerbaijan, Armenia, and Israel. See id.
84. The two States with CAH legislation but no relevant universal jurisdiction are
Indonesia and Iraq, both of which established specialized tribunals to deal with CAH exclu-
sively on a domestic plane. See Annex K, supra note 34; Annex M, supra note 81.
85. A small number of States may require the presence on their territory of the
alleged perpetrator of CAH but then exempt their own nations from that requirement, as
do Burkina Faso and Comoros. See Annex M, supra note 81. These were nonetheless
counted in the affirmative. It is also possible that other States have a presence requirement
elsewhere in their legislation or judicial practice where we could not verify it, meaning this
figure could be on the low side.
86. Notable examples of States that impose such a restriction include Australia,
Belgium, Canada, Cyprus, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Denmark, Finland,
France, and Germany. See id.
87. The subsidiarity requirement is most frequently expressed as a limitation on the
exercise ofjurisdiction in the event that the suspect has been extradited or there has been
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Other basis for extraterritorial jurisdiction
* 88% of States (30 of 34) with per se CAH legislation pro-
vide for active personality jurisdiction over such crimes,
while 90% (31 of 34) authorize active personality jurisdic-
tion for one or more other atrocity crimes, including war
crimes.
* Almost 56% of States (19 of 34) with per se CAH legislation
provide for passive personality jurisdiction for CAH, while
almost 59% (20 of 34) allow passive personality jurisdiction
for one or more of the atrocity crimes identified.
* Along with the CAT (31 of 34, or 90%), the Genocide (31
of 34, or 90%), Terrorist Bombings (31 of 34, or 90%), and
Hostage Taking (28 of 34, or 82%) Conventions are the
most widely ratified, making their universal jurisdiction
provisions the most widespread.
B. Qualitative Analysis of the Jurisdictional Study
The purpose of this subsection is to examine the different
modalities utilized by those States with per se CAH legislation to
enact universal jurisdiction provisions.88 Our study indicates that
most States incorporate such provisions directly or indirectly into
their criminal codes, with a small but important minority prefer-
ring to integrate them into their criminal procedure codes. A sig-
nificant number of States have enacted broad universal jurisdiction
through legislation ratifying and/or implementing the Rome Stat-
ute of the International Criminal Court, while a few prefer instead
to adopt specialized legislation on international crimes to the same
effect, even though this approach tends to be linked to the imple-
mentation of the Rome Statute as well. A final category is for States
a request for extradition. Six of the seven States with a subsidiarity requirement as we have
defined it reference extradition or a request for extradition by another State or interna-
tional criminal tribunal (Albania, Argentina, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Czech Republic, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, and France). See id. In Croatia, criminal proceedings
may not be initiated if the ICC or another State has already initiated a criminal action.
Croatian courts also explicitly defer to another State with a closer nexus to the case. In
France, a public minister may only request prosecution if no international or national
court requests the suspect's transfer or extradition; the public minister must also confirm
and verify that the ICC declines jurisdiction and no other international jurisdiction compe-
tent to try the suspect has requested transfer or extradition. Id.
88. Annex M, which has been omitted from this abridged version of the Report due to
its length, reproduces and examines the relevant legislative provisions for universal juris-
diction found in 34 countries. The Annex is found in the full Report, which is available at
http://www.gwilr.org and http://www.law.gwu.edu/Academics/EL/clinics/IHRC/Docu
ments/CAH-FinalWeb.pdf. See Annex M, supra note 81.
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that broadly recognize extraterritorial jurisdiction where interna-
tional treaties they have ratified establish it. Though these modali-
ties are differentiated here for purposes of analysis, there can be
overlap among them, as illustrated by some of the following
examples.
A substantial majority of States studied have incorporated some
form of universal jurisdiction directly or indirectly into their crimi-
nal code. In many instances, the criminal code was reformed in
light of the States' obligations acquired under the Rome Statute to
extend universal jurisdiction over the international crimes listed
therein. A number of States, including Australia, Denmark, Costa
Rica, and Finland, make explicit reference to the Rome Statute or
the International Criminal Court in their criminal codes when set-
ting out the universal jurisdiction provisions that apply to CAH.89
Others, like Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, the Czech
Republic, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo, do not,
though the most recent reforms of their respective criminal codes
have almost surely been influenced by the States' prior ratification
of the Rome Statute.
A smaller number of States, most notably France and Belgium,
have opted instead to integrate universal jurisdiction into their
criminal procedure code.90 Belgium, the State that pioneered uni-
versal jurisdiction, reformed its criminal procedure code in 2003 to
circumscribe its previously unfettered, and thus controversial, uni-
versal jurisdiction law with a series of strict procedural restric-
tions.91 France enacted a Rome Statute-specific reform of its
criminal procedure code in 2010 and similarly subjected its new
universal jurisdiction provisions to a number of highly restrictive
conditions.92 An example from Africa of this approach is provided
by the Central African Republic, though it enables only treaty-
based universal jurisdiction over certain atrocity crimes in the
State's code of criminal procedure.93
Another approach has been for States to establish universal juris-
diction norms as part and parcel of separate implementing legisla-
tion for the Rome Statute. Argentina is a good example. The Law
Implementing the Rome Statute of the International Criminal
89. See id.
90. See EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICTION IN THE EUROPEAN UNION, supra note 20, at 79,
131.
91. Id. at 78.
92. See id. at 131.
93. See Annex M, supra note 81.
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Court from 2006 explicitly establishes extraterritorial jurisdiction,
including universal jurisdiction, for the international crimes pro-
scribed by the treaty, which are also incorporated by reference into
Argentine law.94 Other similar examples come from Burkina Faso,
Comoros, and Cyprus.95 But not all States viewed such implement-
ing legislation the same way. Ireland's ICC Act implementing the
Rome Statute provides universal jurisdiction over war crimes only,
thus declining to establish universal jurisdiction for CAH per se.96
Similarly, Chile enacted sweeping legislation codifying CAH
among other international crimes specifically for the purpose of
harmonizing its laws to allow the State to be able to ratify it; never-
theless, it declined to expand the corresponding jurisdictional
ambit extraterritorially.97
A small group of States has preferred to enact a specialized law
codifying international crimes and establishing the corresponding
extraterritorial jurisdiction provisions. Germany promulgated its
Act Introducing the Code of Crimes Against International Law in
2002, while Canada adopted the Crimes Against Humanity and
War Crimes Act in 2000.98 It is worth noting again the related but
contrary example of Chile, which enacted the Law Codifying
Crimes Against Humanity and Genocide and War Crimes in 2009
but declined to extend jurisdiction to cover these crimes when
committed outside the national territory.99 Chile is thus a State
that implemented specialized CAH legislation to pave the way for
the Rome Statute implementation domestically, while choosing not
to expand jurisdiction extraterritorially.
Finally, it is important to highlight the various States whose
domestic legal systems enable extraterritorial jurisdiction for cer-
tain offenses when such jurisdiction is expressly contemplated in
an international treaty ratified by the State. Regardless of whether
such an authorization is enshrined in the constitution (Armenia,




97. See id.; BIBLIOTECA DEL CONGRESO NACIONAL DE CHILE, HISTORIA DE LA LEY No.
20.357 TIPIFICA CRIMENES DE LESA HUMANIDAD Y GENOCIDIO Y CRIMENES Y DELITOS DE
GUERRA (2009) (providing the official history of the enactment process for Chile's CAH
legislation), available at http://www.leychile.cl/Navegar?idNorma=1004297&buscar=
20.357.
98. Annex K, supra note 34.
99. See id.; Annex M, supra note 81.
100. See Annex M, supra note 81; THE CONSTITUTION OF GEORGIA Aug. 24, 1995, art.
6(2) (amended Mar. 30, 2001).
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land) 101 of a given State, one cannot conclude that universal juris-
diction exists over CAH for that State, even if it has ratified the
Rome Statute, unless there is separate legal basis to assume so. 10 2
Take the contrasting examples of Chile and Finland. Chile, whose
constitution is interpreted to allow for universal jurisdiction over
crimes under the ratified Geneva Conventions, 103 appears nonethe-
less to have forgone an opportunity to enact broader universal
jurisdiction provisions covering CAH when implementing the
Rome Statute in 2009.104 Finland, on the other hand, enacted a
decree explicitly interpreting its general treaty-based authorization
for extraterritorial jurisdiction to include universal jurisdiction
over international crimes defined in the Rome Statute.105 Simi-
larly, Estonia, though without a norm parallel to Finland's decree,
is on record before the United Nations as reading its criminal code
to authorize universal jurisdiction over CAH through its express
incorporation of international crimes under customary interna-
tional law.106
Section 5. Additional Comments on the In-Depth Study Methodology
Once we had compiled the initial list of 71 States for our in-
depth study, we set about searching for the respective national laws
relating to CAH where these existed. We relied initially on the
three main studies discussed in Part 1 for citations and web links.
Where possible, we identified additional studies that contained ref-
erences to national legislation on CAH.'0 7 We reviewed State gov-
101. Annex M, supra note 81.
102. Unlike other atrocity treaties, the Rome Statute does not contemplate, much less
mandate, an obligation on States party to proscribe crimes or exercise universal jurisdic-
tion over them. See supra note 15 and accompanying text. This is why a number of States
that authorize treaty-based universal jurisdiction-Andorra, Armenia, Chile, and Geor-
gia-are listed in Table L as not having universal jurisdiction for CAH, even though they
have ratified the Rome Statute. In a similar vein, Armenia as a monist State (among
others) could in theory prosecute CAH if the courts were to apply customary international
law. However, because such an outcome is speculative and unlikely at best, we have opted
to err on the side of caution and not to credit it for purposes of our study. See Mher
Arshakyan, Universal Jurisdiction: A Primer with a Note on Armenia, AM. U. ARM., http://law.
aua.am/universal-jurisdiction-a-primer-with-a-note-on-armenia (last visited Jan. 19, 2014).
103. Corte Suprema de Justicia [C.S.J.] [Supreme Court], 9 septiembre 1998, "Pedro
Enrique Poblete Cordoba Fallo," Rol de la causa: 469-98, criminal, FALLOs DEL MES [F. DEL
M.] vol. 478, p. 1 7 6 0 (Chile).
104. See supra note 97 and accompanying text.
105. Annex M, supra note 81.
106. See Letter from Estonia to the U.N. Secretary-General (Apr. 26, 2010).
107. See, e.g., LAw LIBRARY OF CONG., MULTINATIONAL REPORT: CRIMES AGAINST HUMAN-
rrY STATUTES AND CRIMINAL CODE PROVISIONS (2010); AMNESTY INT'L, ROME STATUTE IMPLE-
MENTATION REPORT CARD PART ONE (2010).
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ernment and relevant nongovernmental organization websites
directly. Our research was conducted primarily in English,
although we also researched specific States using the languages
spoken by our team members (French, Spanish, Portuguese, Ital-
ian, Catalan, and Arabic). In addition, we utilized the following
databases:
1. Coalition for the International Criminal Court (Parties to
the Rome Statute);10
2. LegislatiOnline (Country Penal Codes);o109
3. Geneva Academy (National Legislation) ;110
4. National Implementing Legislation Database (National
Legislation of States Party to Rome Statute);'
5. International Committee of the Red Cross (National
Implementation of International Humanitarian Law);112
6. International Criminal Court (Database of State
Legislation); 1 3
7. U.N. High Commissioner on Refugees "Refworld"
database. 1 1 4
Some of these sources were also helpful in researching States'
jurisdictional provisions once we had narrowed our sample to 34
States with per se CAH legislation. Regarding extraterritorial and
universal jurisdiction specifically, we identified various other stud-
ies on the subject in addition to the Amnesty International report
discussed at length in Part 1, all of which we mined extensively:
1. The International Federation of Human Rights' Decem-
ber 2010 report, Extraterritorial Jurisdiction in the European
Union: A Study of the Laws and Practice in the 27 Member States
of the European Union (FIDH) .115 The FIDH report exam-
ines extraterritorial jurisdiction practices in the 27 Mem-
ber States of the European Union.
108. Implementation of the Rome Statute, COALITION FOR INT'L CRIM. CT., http://www.
iccnow.org/?mod=romeimplementation (last visited Jan. 19, 2014).
109. Criminal Codes, LEGISLATIONLINE, http://legislationline.org/documents/sec-
tion/criminal-codes (last visited Jan. 19, 2014).
110. Rule of Law in Armed Conflicts Project, ADH GENtVE (last visited Jan. 19, 2014), http:/
/www.geneva-academy.ch/RULAC.
111. Countries, NAT'L IMPLEMENTING LEGIs. DATABASE, http://iccdb.webfactional.com/
data/country (last visited Jan. 19, 2014).
112. IHL National Implementation, supra note 5.
113. Legal Tools Database, INT'L CRIM. CT., http://www.legal-tools.org (last visited Jan.
19, 2014).
114. Country Information, REFWORLD, http://www.refworld.org/category,COI,,,,,0.html
(last visited Jan. 31, 2014).
115. EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICrION IN THE EUROPEAN UNION, supra note 20.
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2. The International Bar Association's 2008 Report of the Task
Force on ExtratemitorialJurisdiction (IBA) .16 The IBA report
presents findings from an independent survey that
reviewed national laws and court decisions on extraterrito-
rial criminal jurisdiction from 27 States.
3. The United Nations Secretary-General's July 2010 report,
The Scope and Application of the Principle of Universal Jurisdic-
tion (UN). 117 This report summarizes the official State
reports received describing those States' domestic legisla-
tion on universal jurisdiction.' 1 8
4. Universal Jurisdiction Listserv, Yahoo! Groups. 1 9
5. TRIAL (Track Impunity Always). 120
Though not an exhaustive account of the research conducted or
the sources consulted, the foregoing provides at least an indication
of the systematic manner in which we approached the research
questions at hand.
CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
The quantitative assessment of the A to I sample from the in-
depth study confirms our belief that the three secondary studies on
CAH discussed in Part 1 may have provided, individually as well as
collectively, an inflated count of how many States have prohibited
CAH in their national legislation. Whereas those studies taken at
face value indicate that approximately 54 percent of all U.N. Mem-
ber States have some form of CAH legislation, our in-depth study
indicates that, using a more precise definition of such crimes, a
smaller number would be more accurate. Even if our focused sam-
ple of 71 States is used as a baseline, it suggests that approximately
48 percent of all States worldwide-less than half-have expressly
prohibited CAH under national law in any meaningful way. But, of
course, that is an overly generous estimate because the focused
sample it is based upon was configured to include States that were
previously identified as either having some form of CAH legislation
or otherwise likely to have it.
116. We used the annex to this report, which is no longer available online.
117. U.N. Secretary-General, The Scope and Application of the Principle of Universal
Jurisdiction, U.N. Doc. A/65/181 (July 29, 2010).
118. Individual State reports can be found at U.N. GAOR, 6th Comm., 65th Sess., 11th
mtg., U.N. Doc. A/C.6/65/SR.11 (Oct. 13, 2010).
119. Universal Jurisdiction, YAHOO! GROUPS, http://groups.yahoo.com/group/uj-
info (last visited Jan. 20, 2014).
120. Introducing TRIAL, TRIAL, http://www.trial-ch.org/en/about-trial.html (last vis-
ited Jan. 20, 2014).
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The more accurate estimate of States worldwide with per se CAH
legislation is substantially lower: 41 percent. This number uses the
full sample as its baseline, consisting of all U.N. Member States
listed alphabetically A to I, that is, 83 States. Only 34 of the 83
States in our comprehensive sample possess per se CAH legislation.
Given the nature and size of the full sample-43 percent of all
U.N. Member States chosen alphabetically-it is fair to conclude
that the 41 percent figure easily supports extrapolation and is thus
a reliable indicator of the global panorama in this regard. This is
similarly true for our other estimates made on the same basis.
What is also certain is that there is no one prevailing definition
or configuration of CAH that predominates in the domestic legisla-
tion of States that have it. Our qualitative assessment of the A-I
sample reveals that, while a given State can explicitly prohibit CAH
under national law, its definition of such crimes may well be partial
or incomplete when compared with the Rome Statute's definition
in Article 7. By our count, less than 30 percent of States with per se
CAH legislation faithfully reproduced Article 7, though all that did
were Rome Statute parties (Category 1). These States represent
one pole of the spectrum. On the other end of the spectrum,
almost 15 percent of States included merely a smattering of the
elements from Article 7 in their CAH legislation (Category 5).
Most States fell between these two poles, adopting some or most of
the elements and prohibited acts contained within Article 7 but
omitting others. A few States added new elements or prohibited
acts, like Chile's express inclusion of illegal armed groups as rele-
vant actors in its definition of the policy requirement.121
In this respect, it is worth noting that a substantial percentage of
the States in our in-depth study with per se CAH legislation did not
include a requirement that the prohibited acts be committed in
furtherance of a policy or plan: almost 65 percent.122 Though we
cannot draw conclusions as to the reasons for which the policy ele-
ment in these cases was omitted, the percentage of CAH per se
States without such a requirement suggests a tendency on the part
of States not to include it when defining CAH in their national
legislation.
Finally, it is sobering to see that, based on the findings of our in-
depth study, only a quarter of States worldwide have some form of
universal jurisdiction over CAH per se. It is certainly true that
States that enact per se CAH legislation are more likely to author-
121. See Annex K, supra note 34.
122. These are the 22 States in Categories 3-5. See supra Part 2, Section 3.
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ize the exercise of some form of universal jurisdiction over CAH
(61 percent). But such States remain a minority worldwide (41
percent), and most of the CAH definitions codified are deficient
when compared with Article 7's dictates. The upshot is that univer-
sal jurisdiction enacted by States in relation to meaningful CAH
legislation is widely underdeveloped when compared to the gravity
and prevalence of the offenses at issue.
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TABLE A: U.N. MEMBER STATES WITH CAH LEGISLATION
AI Bassiouni
Rome Report ICRC Article
COUNTRY UST Statute (2012) List (2011)
1 Albania Y Y N Y (2001)
2 Andorra Y Y N S-2
3 Argentina Y Y Y Y
4 Armenia N Y Y N
5 Australia Y Y Y Y
6 Austria Y N Y S-2 (2002)
7 Azerbaijan N Y Y S-1
8 Bangladesh Y Y N Y (1973)
9 Belarus N Y Y Y (2001)
10 Belgium Y Y Y Y (2003)
11 Bosnia and Herzegovina Y Y Y Y (2003)
12 Brazil Y Y N S-2
13 Bulgaria Y Y N S-2
14 Burkina Faso Y Y Y Y (2009)
15 Burundi Y Y Y Y (2003)
16 Cambodia Y Y N S-2
17 Cameroon N Y N N
18 Canada Y Y Y Y (2000)
19 Central African Rep Y Y N S-2
20 Chile Y Y Y Y (2009)
21 Colombia Y N Y S-I
22 Comoros Y Y N S-2
23 Congo-Brazzaville (Republic of Y Y Y Y (1998)
Congo)
24 Costa Rica Y Y Y Y (2002)
25 Cote d'Ivoire N N Y N
26 Croatia Y Y Y Y (2003)
27 Cuba N Y N N
28 Cyprus Y Y Y y
29 Czech Republic Y Y Y N
30 Democratic Republic of Congo Y Y N Y (2005)
31 Denmark Y Y Y S-2
32 Ecuador Y N Y S-2
33 El Salvador N Y Y Y
34 Eritrea N Y N N
35 Estonia Y Y Y Y (2002)
36 Ethiopia N Y Y Y (1957)
37 EUK GB and Northern Ireland Y Y Y Y (2001)
38 Fiji Y Y Y Y (2009)
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39 Finland Y Y Y S-2
40 France Y Y Y Y (1994)
41 Georgia Y Y Y Y (2003)
42 Germany Y Y Y Y (2002)
43 Ghana Y Y N S-2
44 Greece Y Y N S-2
45 Guatemala Y Y Y N
46 Guinea-Bissau N Y N S-2
47 Hungary Y Y Y S-1
48 Indonesia N Y N Y (2000)
49 Iraq N Y N Y (2005)
50 Ireland Y Y Y Y (2006)
51 Israel N Y N Y (1950)
52 Italy Y Y Y S-2
53 Kenya Y Y Y Y (2008)
54 Kyrgyzstan N N Y N
55 Latvia Y Y Y S-1
56 Liechtenstein Y Y N S-2
57 Lithuania Y Y N Y (2000)
58 Luxembourg Y Y Y S-2
59 Mali Y Y Y Y (2001)
60 Malta Y Y Y Y (2002)
61 Mauritius Y Y Y N
62 Mexico Y Y Y S-2
63 Montenegro Y Y N Y (2003)
64 Myanmar N Y N N
65 Netherlands Y Y Y Y (2003)
66 New Zealand Y Y Y Y (2000)
67 Nicaragua N Y Y N
68 Niger Y Y N Y (2003)
69 Nigeria Y Y N S-2
70 Norway Y Y N Y (2008)
71 Panama Y Y Y Y (2007)
72 Peru Y N Y S-1
73 Philippines Y Y Y Y (2009)
74 Poland Y Y Y Section 1, 2
75 Portugal Y Y Y Y (2004)
76 Republic of Korea Y Y N Y (2007)
77 Republic of Moldova Y N Y N
78 Romania Y N Y Y
79 Russian Federation N N Y N
80 Rwanda N Y Y Y (2003)
81 Samoa Y Y Y Y (2007)
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82 Senegal Y Y Y Y (2007)
83 Serbia Y Y Y Y (2005)
84 Sierra Leone Y N N Y (2002)
85 Slovakia Y Y N S-2
86 Slovenia Y Y Y S-1
87 Somalia N Y N N
88 South Africa Y Y Y Y (2002)
89 Spain Y Y Y Y (2004)
90 SriLanka N Y N N
91 Sudan N Y N Y (2009)
92 Suriname Y N Y S-2
93 Sweden Y N Y S-2
94 Switzerland Y Y Y N
95 Timor-Leste Y Y N Y (2009)
96 Trinidad and Tobago Y Y Y Y (2006)
97 Turkey N Y N N
98 Uganda Y Y Y Y
99 Ukraine N Y N N
100 Uruguay Y Y N Y (2006)
101 Vanuatu Y Y N N
102 Venezuela Y N Y S-2
103 Vietnam N Y N N
104 Former Yugoslav Republic of Y Y Y Y (2003)Macedonia
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TABLE B: U.N. MEMBER STATES WITHOUT CAH LEGISLATION
1 Afghanistan 46 Malaysia
2 Algeria 47 Maldives
3 Angola 48 Marshall Islands
4 Antigua and Barbuda 49 Mauritania
5 Bahamas 50 Micronesia (Federated States of)
6 Bahrain 51 Monaco
7 Barbados 52 Mongolia
8 Belize 53 Morocco
9 Benin 54 Mozambique
10 Bhutan 55 Namibia
11 Bolivia 56 Nauru
12 Botswana 57 Nepal
13 Brunei Darussalam 58 Oman
14 Cape Verde 59 Pakistan
15 Chad 60 Palau
16 China 61 Papua New Guinea
17 Democratic People's Republic of Korea 62 Paraguay
18 Djibouti 63 Qatar
19 Dominica 64 Saint Kitts and Nevis
20 Dominican Republic 65 Saint Lucia
21 Egypt 66 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
22 Equatorial Guinea 67 San Marino
23 Gabon 68 Slo Tom6 and Principe
24 Gambia 69 Saudi Arabia
25 Grenada 70 Seychelles
26 Guinea 71 Singapore
27 Guyana 72 Solomon Islands
28 Haiti 73 South Sudan
29 Honduras 74 Swaziland
30 Iceland 75 Syrian Arab Republic
31 India 76 Tajikistan
32 Iran 77 Thailand
33 Jamaica 78 Togo
34 Japan 79 Tonga
35 Jordan 80 Tunisia
36 Kazakhstan 81 Turkmenistan
37 Kiribati 82 Tuvalu
38 Kuwait 83 United Arab Emirates
39 Lao People's Democratic Republic 84 United Republic of Tanzania
40 Lebanon 85 United States of America
41 Lesotho 86 Uzbekistan
42 Liberia 87 Yemen
43 Libya 88 Zambia
44 Madagascar 89 Zimbabwe
45 Malawi
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TABLE C: ROME STATUTE PARTIES WITH CAH LEGISLATION
1 Albania 41 Latvia
2 Andorra 42 Liechtenstein
3 Argentina 43 Lithuania
4 Australia 44 Luxembourg
5 Austria 45 Mali
6 Bangladesh 46 Malta
7 Belgium 47 Mauritius
8 Bosnia and Herzegovina 48 Mexico
9 Brazil 49 Montenegro
10 Bulgaria 50 Netherlands
11 Burkina Faso 51 New Zealand
12 Burundi 52 Niger
13 Cambodia 53 Nigeria
14 Canada 54 Norway
15 Central African Rep 55 Panama
16 Chile 56 Peru
17 Colombia 57 Philippines
18 Comoros 58 Poland
19 Congo-Brazzaville (Republic of Congo) 59 Portugal
20 Costa Rica 60 Republic of Korea
21 Croatia 61 Republic of Moldova
22 Cyprus 62 Romania
23 Czech Republic 63 Samoa
24 Democratic Republic of Congo 64 Senegal
25 Denmark 65 Serbia
26 Ecuador 66 Sierra Leone
27 Estonia 67 Slovakia
28 EUK GB and Northern Ireland 68 Slovenia
29 Fiji 69 South Africa
30 Finland 70 Spain
31 France 71 Suriname
32 Georgia 72 Sweden
33 Germany 73 Switzerland
34 Ghana 74 Timor-Leste
35 Greece 75 Trinidad and Tobago
36 Guatemala 76 Uganda
37 Hungary 77 Uruguay
38 Ireland 78 Vanuatu
39 Italy 79 Venezuela
40 Kenya 80 Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia
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TABLE D: ROME STATUTE PARTIES WITHOUT CAH LEGISLATION
1 Afghanistan 22 Jordan
2 Antigua and Barbuda 23 Lesotho
3 Barbados 24 Liberia
4 Belize 25 Madagascar
5 Benin 26 Malawi
6 Bolivia 27 Maldives
7 Botswana 28 Marshall Islands
8 Cape Verde 29 Mongolia
9 Chad 30 Namibia
10 Cook Islands 31 Nauru
11 Djibouti 32 Paraguay
12 Dominica 33 Saint Kitts and Nevis
13 Dominican Republic 34 Saint Lucia
14 Gabon 35 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
15 Gambia 36 San Marino
16 Grenada 37 Seychelles
17 Guinea 38 Tajikstan
18 Guyana 39 Tunisia
19 Honduras 40 United Republic of Tanzania
20 Iceland 41 Zambia
21 Japan
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TABLE F: NON-PARTIES To ROME STATUTE WITHOUT
CAH LEGISLATION
1 Algeria 26 Mozambique
2 Angola 27 Nepal
3 Bahamas 28 Oman
4 Bahrain 29 Pakistan
5 Bhutan 30 Palau
6 Brunei Darussalam 31 Papua New Guinea
7 China 32 Qatar
8 Democratic People's Republic of Korea 33 Sio Tomd and Principe
9 Egypt 34 Saudi Arabia
10 Equatorial Guinea 35 Singapore
11 Haiti 36 Solomon Islands
12 India 37 South Sudan
13 Iran 38 Swaziland
14 Jamaica 39 Syrian Arab Republic
15 Kazakhstan 40 Thailand
16 Kiribati 41 Togo
17 Kuwait 42 Tonga
18 Lao People's Democratic Republic 43 Turkmenistan
19 Lebanon 44 Tuvalu
20 Libya 45 United States of America
21 Malaysia 46 United Arab Emirates
22 Mauritania 47 Uzbekistan
23 Micronesia (Federated States of) 48 Yemen
24 Monaco 49 Zimbabwe
25 Morocco
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TABLE G: MASTER LIST
[Vol. 46
I Afghanistan 49 Ethiopia 97 Netherlands
2 Albania 50 EUK GB and Northern 98 New ZealandIreland
3 Andorra 51 Fiji 99 Nicaragua
4 Antigua and Barbuda 52 Finland 100 Niger
5 Argentina 53 Former Yugoslav Republic 101 Nigeria
53 of Macedonia
6 Armenia 54 France 102 Norway
7 Australia 55 Gabon 103 Panama
8 Austria 56 Gambia 104 Paraguay
9 Azerbaijan 57 Georgia 105 Peru
10 Bangladesh 58 Germany 106 Philippines
11 Barbados 59 Ghana 107 Poland
12 Belarus 60 Greece 108 Portugal
13 Belgium 61 Grenada 109 Republic of Korea
14 Belize 62 Guatemala 110 Republic of Moldova
15 Benin 63 Guinea Ill Romania
16 Bolivia 64 Guinea-Bissau 112 Russian Federation
17 Bosnia and Herzegovina 65 Guyana 113 Rwanda
18 Botswana 66 Honduras 114 Saint Kitts and Nevis
19 Brazil 67 Hungary 115 Saint Lucia
20 Bulgaria 68 Iceland 116 Sain Vincent and
21 Burkina Faso 69 Indonesia 117 Samoa
22 Burundi 70 Iraq 118 San Marino
23 Cambodia 71 Ireland 119 Senegal
24 Cameroon 72 Israel 120 Serbia
25 Canada 73 Italy 121 Seychelles
26 Cape Verde 74 Japan 122 Sierra Leone
27 Central African Rep 75 Jordan 123 Slovakia
28 Chad 76 Kenya 124 Slovenia
29 Chile 77 Kyrgyzstan 125 Somalia
30 Colombia 78 Latvia 126 South Africa
31 Comoros 79 Lesotho 127 Spain
32 CongoBrazaville 80 Liberia 128 Sri Lanka(Republic of Congo) 8 iei
33 Cook Islands 81 Liechtenstein 129 Sudan
34 Costa Rica 82 Lithuania 130 Suriname
35 Cote d'Ivoire 83 Luxembourg 131 Sweden
36 Croatia 84 Madagascar 132 Switzerland
37 Cuba 85 Malawi 133 Tajikstan
38 Cyprus 86 Maldives 134 Timor-Leste
39 Czech Republic 87 Mali 135 Trioad and
40 Democratic Republic of 88 Malta 136 Tunisia
Congo ____________
41 Denmark 89 Marshall Islands 137 Turkey
42 Djibouti 90 Mauritius 138 Uganda
43 Dominica 91 Mexico 139 Ukraine
44 Dominican Republic 92 Mongolia 140 United Republic of
_____________________Tanzania
45 Ecuador 93 Montenegro 141 Uruguay
46 El Salvador 94 Myanmar 143 Venezuela
47 Eritrea 95 Namibia 144 Vietnam
48 Estonia 96 Nauru 145 Zambia
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TABLE H: NON-ROME PARTY STATES
1 Algeria 38 Monaco
2 Angola 39 Morocco
3 Armenia 40 Mozambique
4 Azerbaijan 41 Myanmar
5 Bahamas 42 Nepal
6 Bahrain 43 Nicaragua
7 Belarus 44 Oman
8 Bhutan 45 Pakistan
9 Brunei Darussalam 46 Palau
10 Cameroon 47 Papua New Guinea
11 China 48 Qatar
12 C6te d'Ivoire 49 Russian Federation
13 Cuba 50 Rwanda
14 Democratic People's Republic of Korea 51 Stio Tom6 and Principe
15 Egypt 52 Saudi Arabia
16 El Salvador 53 Singapore
17 Equatorial Guinea 54 Solomon Islands
18 Eritrea 55 Somalia
19 Ethiopia 56 South Sudan
20 Guinea-Bissau 57 Sri Lanka
21 Haiti 58 Sudan
22 India 59 Swaziland
23 Indonesia 60 Syrian Arab Republic
24 Iran 61 Thailand
25 Iraq 62 Togo
26 Israel 63 Tonga
27 Jamaica 64 Turkey
28 Kazakhstan 65 Turkmenistan
29 Kiribati 66 Tuvalu
30 Kuwait 67 U.S.
31 Kyrgyzstan 68 Ukraine
32 Lao People's Democratic Republic 69 United Arab Emirates
33 Lebanon 70 Uzbekistan
34 Libya 71 Vietnam
35 Malaysia 72 Yemen
36 Mauritania 73 Zimbabwe
37 Micronesia (Federated States of)
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10 Y Cook Islands
11 Y Djibouti
12 Y Dominica







Some Form of Related










6 N Cote dIvoire
7 N Cuba
8 Y Ecuador









Per Se CMI Legislation
Rome Rome
Statute Statute
Party? State Party? State
1 Y Albania 18 Y Congo-Brazzaville
2 Y Andorra 19 Y Costa Rica
3 Y Argentina 20 Y Croatia
4 N Armenia 21 Y Cyprus
5 Y Australia 22 Y Czech Republic
6 N Azerbaijan 23 Y Dem. Rep. of Congo
7 Y Bangladesh 24 Y Denmark
8 N Belarus 25 Y Estonia
9 Y Belgium 26 Y Fiji
10 Y Bosnia and Herzegovina 27 Y Finland
11 Y Burkina Faso 28 Y France
12 Y Burundi 29 Y Georgia
13 Y Cambodia 30 Y Germany
14 Y Canada 31 N Indonesia
15 Y Central African Republic 32 N Iraq
16 Y Chile 33 Y Ireland
17 Y Comoros 34 N Israel
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CIS =) =) .
A a YY
Andorra Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y YYY
AndorY YYY YY YY Y
Amienia N' Y YYY YY Y YY Y
Austraia Y Y YY YY YY YY YY Y
Y Y YYYYY N/A
Belaus Y Y YY Y YY .YYY
Belgium Y Y Y Y Y Y YY Y YY YY
Bosniaand Herzegovna Y XYYY YYIY Y YY Y YYY Y
BurkinaFaso Y YY YY Y YY YYY Y Y Y
Burundi Y Y YS Y YS AYY YY YY Y
Cambodia Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y ME /A
Canada Y Y YY YY YY YY IYIY Y
CAfRep Y - Y
Chile Y Y' Y NIY Y Y Yj- NK
Comoros Y SS YYY YYY
Congo-Brazzaville Y V SIY Ym_ Y .&/ZA
Costa Rica Y Y Y Y Y YY YY YY YYY
Croaia Y Y SYYYYYYYYY Y Y
CypusY Y $ YSWLYYYYY Y = Y Y .
zed _RY Y Y YYYYYYYYY Y
Deo . fCno Y Y Y YY YYY YY
Denmark Y Y S YYYYY YYYY
Estonia Y Y YYYYYYYYYY
FijiY Y Y Y Y YY Ig * N/
Finland Y VS Y Y YYYYYYY Y
Fance(ICChed) Y Y Y Y Y YYYYY
Geogia Num
Gemna Y Ye YY YYY Y Y YyVyY
uis Y YYY Y Y YYY YY Y
Indonesia Y Y Y /A
CaYYYoSYY
Cent. MrMepI-VV_
Ireland Y Y I Y Y YS Y Y Y YYY
Israel aY YBYrS K YYYY
S = Signed only
/A= No UJ provisions, hence no UJ limitations
*= Atrocity refers to other international crimes such as torture, forced disappearance, genocide,
partheid, terrorism, or hostage taking
**= Does not include treaty based jurisdictional provisions implemented into national law. Requires
separate legislative basis.
^^ = May apply to either UJ CAH or UJ atrocity
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